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About This Game

It's always a bit stressful on graduation day. The uncertainty of the future, the excitement of endless possibilities, and of course
getting blown out of the sky by a weapon that should no longer exist. Welcome to Earth in the 24th century.

Nuclear Powered Toaster is a 160,000 word interactive sci-fi novel by Matt Simpson, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Humanity is a pale shadow of its former glory after two nuclear wars and living under the constant threat of orbital attack.
You…won't really be able to change any of that, but if you play your cards right, you might just live to see another sunrise, and

possibly even unravel a sinister plan!

 Play as smuggler Alexi Beaumont, or superpowered government agent Fiorella Branford for two distinct experiences.
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 Meet new and interesting people on Duck Mountain, and try not to be incinerated by them!

 Team up with a henchman, an actor, or the solar system's oddest janitor.

 Uncover a global conspiracy and bring down a mysterious terrorist...if you can.

 Resolve situations with wits, force, or just harness the erratic power of pure insanity.

 Endeavor to keep on good terms with your comrades, or risk turning an ally into an enemy!

Comedy, action, and a pinch of absurdity await those who board the Nuclear Powered Toaster!
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The mouse movement has serious problems regarding pathing and functionality. I'd prefer keyboard only controls (which it sort
of has) but even that doesn't work all the time. Walls are easily glitched through, animations don't play correctly, and interacting
with zombies sucks.

The first level "puzzle" is a mess as its hard to tell what there is to interact with. Lack of dialog for interacting with objects
make the world feel empty, and the main character is unlikable and not fun to play as.

As it stands this game is not a fun or enjoyable experience, and its definetly not worth it.. Balls to the walls.... It has potential,
hopefully one day it will become better. The game needs a lot of work, from simple things like bugs and graphical glitches to
large things like story inconsistencies, proper english, a proper tutorial and a better gameplay. The fact that the last update
happened on May gives me very little hope for the future of this game. Of course, something may have happened to the Dev,
and i wouldn't blame them for it, but be aware of how regular the updates really are when buying this game by taking this in
mind. With that being said, the idea is quite interesting, and although it did remind me of "Papers, Please", It offered what i
think is a fresh take in the "Be a government employee in a Dystopian Environment\/Country" genre.

Still, i wouldn't recommend purchasing it now, not even in a sale. Perhaps a couple of updates from now i might reconsider my
opinion.. I got this game approximately a year ago and there is nothing positive to say about this abomination. I own a very
decent Laptop which can run at least 50\/100 out of the most popular and graphical advanced games out there today, yet this
game is utterly a mess. The first experience playing it you will notice that you'll get around 20-25 FPS, even if you play it on the
lowest graphics possible, and let's not forget that you can't even change the resolution because the developer won't allow you to!

This game had potential, but the creator "Radioactive-Software" or should i say Danny Green completely blew it by abandoning
it.

I highly recommend that Steam removes this game.. A very nice small casual shooter game. You can play it in offline mode with
bots or as multiplayer with other players on online servers. If your character moves way too fast, use the camera sensitivity
option to decrease the moving speed.. Well, I'm done with Girlfriend Rescue. I've played it to the end. It is a nice game from
Aldorlea Games. Well, and as you would expect from RPG Maker. ��

The girlfriend is kidnapped by mysterious figures and has to be saved. Afterwards you can choose your team members. Some
are stronger and others weaker. Everyone learns skills in the course of the adventure and they become stronger.

One explores every world and looks for the missing girlfriend. The music is really very nice. Especially those in Chinatown and
the Stadium. An earworm. There you go, gladly. ♫♪♫♪

If you have no idea, you should start with Easy. The degree of difficulty, medium and hard, are very difficult. There is "easy",
very pleasant. In the different worlds, they can also find many items. You can also equip your characters with equipment. This
should be done early. ��

Girlfriend Rescue is a very nice little game. With which you can also spend a nice time. With it liked it. It reminded me of the
Mother/ Earthbound series. That was probably the reason. Would recommend this game to RPG fans. And those who like love
stories. ��

Here is a link to my end video:
The end probably depends on how much you have achieved in the game. ❤️

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBVseBS5xVI

Thanks to Steam and Aldorlea Games. ��
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Yes, hello, 911? Creepy music is already playing and I just started the game.

Just kidding. The game creates excellent scary atmosphere with the music and visuals. Right from the start you get this uneasy
feeling that something is very off in this ryokan. I was very captivated with the story and spooky atmosphere this Nancy Drew
had to offer. Although prepare yourself for some difficult puzzles because this game has quite a few. From the sudoku to that
stupid painting backing, you'll be spending quite a bit of time working that brain of yours.

Super fun and super challenging. The truths you uncover at your stay in Japan will surprised you, as will the ending.. The
controls are really bad in my opinion. They did leave out a bunch of different variations on the world themes and the celebration
theme, but I thought they did a good job with the music.. Pros: It's like tennis but you add Super Hexagon into it
Cons: It's not free, not even for bees.. so no H scenes? this game is completely washed out it has nothing but the story, if i could
i would defiantly want my money back .. This game is absolutly amazing, such a great concept, but there is very little content
besides flying around aimlessly also please raise the ceiling hieght and increase the world size in general as once you get some
speed your at the end of the world already... also some missions and enemies or maybe some time trials or target practice
something anything please add it :) oh and devs thank you this is one of my favorite games period awesome job so far oh and
desrtuctable environments would be nice too.
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